
News from Pulau Pef 

• Boys and their toys: Camcopter 

• Bizarr creatures of Raja Ampat 

• Chez Hariyo 

•Did you know? 





Pere Rubio and his 

wife visited us in 

October 2013 and 

brought a 

camcopter along.  

Of course everyone 

was curious about 

the pictures that this 

little flying thing 

would bring us from 

a totally new 

perspective.  



To see the island and the resort like the circling sea eagles do, we first let the camcopter take off  

on the main jetty of the resort... 



Also the bay on the east side of Pulau Pef had to be discovered. Fascinated by the beauty of Pulau Pef, the camcopter decided 

on his last day to explore the marine world itself and descended.  

Unfortunately it was his first and only dive... ;-) 





Mother Nature shows 

over and over how 

creative she can be: 

Crabs, that don‘t want 

to shave anymore, 

others that look like a 

hydroid and those, that 

actually would prefer to 

be an Orang Utan or 

the one that simply lets 

grow a crown of 

softcorals on its head. 



Keep your eyes 

wide open and 

you will find 

different 

ghostpipefish in 

all kind of shapes 

and colours.  

Real masters of 

camouflage! 



 And then there are hardly visible creatures in the waters of Raja Ampat that don‘t want to be discovered.  

They see us, but we hardly see them! 



With best regards from space!  





Our head chef Hariyo is originally from Yogyakarta, where he 

studied tourism and Japanese and was even teaching Japanese.  

In 2006 Hariyo packed his bag to study communication in Ottawa, 

where he then discovered his love for food and cooking. Without 

hesitation he made the decision to turn his passion into his 

profession and finished the „Diplôme de Cuisine“.  

After seven years in Canada, Hariyo wanted to go back  

to his home country Indonesia. Looking for a new challenge  

he found his way to Pulau Pef through Facebook.  

Even though we are in such a remote place without any 

supermarket around the corner, Hariyo and his team surprise  

us every day with delicious homemade creations. 



The restaurant developed for our guests from all over the world to the heart of the resort.  

In a familiar atmosphere the daily experiences are shared at the big table, whereby often interesting and  

entertaining conversations come up.  

Caution: You will also meet in between when nibbling some cookies in the restaurant! 



If you like to, you can also grab the wire whip and prove yourself in the Pef-kitchen with your own speciality!  

The kitchen team loves to give you a hand and they will put their heart and soul in it to get to know your receipe. 



Fresh ingredients such as vegetables, fruits, spices and fish are used to prepare delicate dishes.  

Fishermen from the surrounding villages deliver fresh frish directly from the sea to our resort with their small boats  

and their wives provide local vegetables and fruits for us.  



Besides the guests, also all the employees eat and meet in the restaurant and often surprise  

with music and dance or other small rehearsed „performances“.  

We even have our own Jimi Hendrix ;-)! 



info@raja4divers.com 

www.raja4divers.com 

Did you know? 
Raja4Divers travels the world!  

On our Facebook page you will find an album with pictures from our mascots’ travel adventures. 

And we are always happy to get some new pictures from it’s experiences at different destinations: info@raja4divers.com 

SAMPAI JUMPA! 

mailto:info@raja4divers.com
http://www.raja4divers.com

